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FOREWORD BY SUSAN BARRATT, CEO OF IGD
The last few months have been an extraordinary time for all of us. To live
through and be part of something that has profoundly affected so many
people is certainly worth some reflection. With this report we are seeking to
document how the UK food and consumer goods industry responded in the
initial phase of the COVID-19 pandemic, and to reflect on what we can learn
to help us respond to any future shocks to supply chains.
Personally, I have never been prouder to have been working in the food and
consumer goods industry: seeing the energy with which our industry
rapidly transformed its operations, implementing measures to keep
employees and the public safe, maintaining food and grocery supplies under
enormous pressure, delivering a lifeline for the vulnerable, and providing a
feeling of normality in an unfamiliar world for the public at large.
Our IGD Shopper Confidence Index shows that trust in the food and
consumer goods industry is at a high, reflecting the public support for our
efforts, and I was delighted to see our colleagues heralded as key workers.
The months ahead will be challenging. The threat of COVID-19 remains, we
are facing a deep recession, and at the beginning of next year we will be
adapting to a new relationship with the EU. I believe we can learn a lot from
the last few weeks and months. In this report we will outline how industry
and government collaboration has helped us successfully navigate this crisis,
and you will read some thoughts from our industry leaders on how we can
build on that to see us through the challenges ahead.

Susan Barratt
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CHAPTER 1

RAPID CHANGES IN SHOPPER
DEMAND AND MINDSET
The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in a series of sharp inflections in shopper
mindset with two clear phases, more or less separated by the imposition of
the hard lockdown on 23 March:
1. Starting in late February: a fast-rising sense of urgency to secure first
hygiene supplies and then food and other consumables, to manage during
a period of potential disruption to supply.
2. Following the lockdown: a focus on securing household needs safely,
observing and adapting to social distancing measures in a much more
closely controlled retail environment.
In both phases a key shopper priority has been to establish and maintain a
significantly higher level of personal and household resilience than normal.
These inflections had a number of significant impacts within the food and
consumer goods industry over the spring and early summer of 2020.

Retail availability
In the first phase, peaking shopper demand driven by multiple and bulk
purchases led to acute availability issues in mid to late March. These began to
moderate in the last week of March and continued to stabilise thereafter,
although reverberations continued in some shopping channels and in a
chronic ongoing shortage of some products.
Shopper stockpiling initially focused on things like hand sanitiser, but then
moved to household and ambient grocery categories, creating significant
out-of-stocks in the first week of March. From the second into the third week
of March, purchasing spikes spread across a growing range of categories,
culminating in a generalised spree in the week ending 21 March, creating
out-of-stocks in a wide range of food, drink and household categories.
“The one point that was particularly challenging for all retailers, in
terms of the preparations, was the speed at which things changed. If
you look back to March in particular, you can see real trigger points
when consumers really went into massive buying peaks.”
Andrew Opie, Director of Food and Sustainability, British Retail Consortium
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By 22 March, large parts of the ‘front end’ of the UK retail supply chain had
been shopped out, and while the peaks of purchasing then subsided sharply
there was a lag in rebuilding availability. ‘Normal’ availability largely returned
early in the second phase and typically more quickly in ‘faster moving’
categories (e.g. fresh). However, some limited ‘peakiness’ continued
intermittently, as specific shortages emerged where shopper demand surged
again in response to the pandemic-related news flow.
At the peak of purchasing, the logistical and operational resources of retailers,
suppliers and third-party logistics providers (3PLs) all came under significant
stress in the effort to keep products on the shelves. In collaboration with
retailers, manufacturers moved to maximise production output by
rationalising ranges, maintaining production continuity of bigger volume lines
and standing down any activity such as new product or promotional runs that
would interrupt the flow. With the agreement of retailers, private label
suppliers were also able to adjust product specifications to extend production
output (e.g. on paper products).
Meanwhile, in stores, retailers sought to dampen the impact of shopper
demand on availability by limiting item purchases per transaction on specific
lines, or even whole categories, while seeking to buy time for replenishment
by shortening opening hours. In addition, retailers redeployed staff from
office and support services into stores and distribution centres to support the
unprecedented flow of product through the supply chain. To circumvent the
congestion being created at retail distribution depots, some suppliers scaled
up direct-to-store delivery.
“We understand your concerns, but buying more than is needed can
sometimes mean that others will be left without. There is enough for
everyone if we all work together. Together we can make sure we are
looking out for family, friends, neighbours. Together we will care for
those around us and those who are elderly, vulnerable or choosing to
remain at home.”
Open letter to the public from the British Retail Consortium, signed by
Britain’s food retailers, 15 March 2020

Changing shopper missions and purchasing patterns
The shifts in shopper need and mindset also significantly impacted how
people shopped and what they purchased. The specific impacts varied
between the two phases, with ‘lockdown’ behaviour inevitably superseding
earlier behaviours.
In the first phase, the rising urgency driving a notable proportion of shoppers
saw a progressive increase in frequency and basket size, as people sought to
secure supplies both for immediate and ongoing needs. Demand was initially
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focused on immediate hygiene needs but moved quickly to long-life foods, as
shoppers sought out products for easy storage.
However, the urgent ‘buy-now and hoard’ mentality then expanded to include
shorter life categories such as fresh meat, which also became a focus in the
week ending 21 March. Peaking sales of new fridges and freezers at the same
time indicated that some shoppers were looking to expand their storage
capacity for all types of food at this time.
In the transition to the second phase, the urgency of the shopper mission and
the pace of shopping changed considerably with the introduction of the
government’s ‘stay home’ message, and the progressive implementation of
social distancing measures in store.
Overall shopping trips under the lockdown became more time-consuming,
so shoppers chose to visit less frequently and to purchase significantly more
per visit. Across all formats, frequency was notably lower and basket sizes
considerably larger than normal.
Lower frequency shops inevitably became more planned, more focused on
product life and store-ability, more averse to waste, and also more ‘inclusive’,
with shoppers more inclined to make substitutions where specific products
could not be found.
Shopper needs were also somewhat reshaped by domestic confinement,
family meals became more practical and sustainable, leading to more scratch
cooking, and cooking (especially baking) was also a popular focus of the
home-schooling agenda.
“One of the most prevalent trends we have seen during the lockdown is
that Britain has got cooking again, with particularly high levels of
demand for items relating to meal preparation, including cooking
sauces, gravy and baking ingredients.”
Alex Whitehouse, Chief Executive Officer, Premier Foods
At this point nearly all food purchases were ‘food-for-later’ and more focused
on bigger packs, while ‘food-for-now’ and impulse products rapidly lost
relevance.
People working at home or not working and a lack of socialising also
diminished spending on categories such as beauty and grooming to a
considerable degree.
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Shifting channel use and share
Emergency and pandemic-related priorities such as availability, accessibility
and safety impacted shopper format and channel choice, subvertin
‘normal’ drivers (such as value) and barriers (cost and capability), seeing
shoppers switch channel driven by the changing circumstances.
Initially in the first phase shoppers were focused on big stores and online,
offering availability and quantity (especially in bigger pack sizes) to enable
them to get what they needed quickly. As the classic big shop destination
with car parking, big stores benefitted first and foremost in this early stage.
However, as availability faltered (and delivery slots became difficult to
obtain), towards the end of March shoppers moved to shop across an everwider range of store types. The convenience sector, which is largely comprised
of independent operators with more days’ stock cover, maintained availability
for a longer period. However, at this stage these stores, which had seen a
slower build of traffic, also began to experience a growing number of outof-stocks. Shoppers, now indiscriminate in their store choice, were visiting any
store with availability of any sort.
In the second ‘lockdown’ phase traffic to big stores, although still the leading
destination, saw a relative drop in shopper numbers, although basket sizes
increased. Almost immediately sections of shoppers were deterred from
visiting bigger stores either by the long queues for entry, due to social
distancing measures, and the extended commitment of time for a shopping
trip, or by government advice to limit movement and travel.
In contrast, local stores and convenience formats quickly became an
established primary destination for many shoppers because of their
proximity and accessibility, with the government’s injunction to ‘stay home’
discouraging shopping journeys of more than minimum drive time. In
addition, although also affected by social distancing measures, local stores
often proved easier to access, with faster shopper times meaning shorter, more
acceptable queuing times for a smaller basket shop. As a result, small stores
in neighbourhood and rural locations often sustained high levels of elevated
traffic through the lockdown, with sales often remaining at, or exceeding, the
initial stockpiling levels.
“As the pandemic developed, consumers increasingly turned to the
convenience sector to get their groceries, and we have seen sustained
demand… with spend in stores significantly up on pre-pandemic levels.”
James Lowman, Chief Executive, Association of Convenience Stores
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As described in more detail in chapter 7, online and home delivery also saw a
sustained high level of increased traffic. Seen as the safest and the first choice
for any vulnerable or anxious shopper, the rapid rise of demand in the first
phase saw many established services reach capacity and being blocked to
new customers. But thereafter the large-scale expansion of home delivery
services, plus the launch of alternative services both from national retailers,
such as food boxes, and foodservice wholesalers as well as convenience
retailers, created significant new capacity. This greatly elevated home delivery
overall.

Upstream challenges from rebalanced demand
With ongoing elevated demand across the market as a whole, the particular
outperformance of the independent convenience sector, with its high level of
representation in neighbourhood and rural locations, created specific
ongoing availability issues within its key channel of supply through the
wholesale sector.
Some extreme levels of category uplift in the wholesale sector, including 100%
and 200% in areas such as canned foods and beers, wines and spirits, left
suppliers struggling to meet orders in full and many depots with marginal
levels of stock. With wholesalers openly appealing for suppliers to respond
to this opportunity, suppliers’ system-based channel allocations were slow to
adapt to this aspect of the new reality of lockdown.
To ensure some level of availability to as many customers as possible,
wholesalers imposed line-by-line purchase limits across the most affected
categories and restrictions were often still in force into June.

The lockdown norm: an elevated, but distorted, food
retail sector
After the four stockpiling weeks in which grocery sales uplifts averaged over
20% and peaked at almost 50% in the week ending 21 March, growth over
the 11 weeks of lockdown (to 6 June) averaged 6%. This compared to growth
of under 1% for the eight weeks of 2020 to 22 February, prior to the COVID-19
pandemic.
However, although market performance was less volatile under lockdown, the
new world it created meant its behaviour was still abnormal. Growth in April
was in fact notably restrained (c.2%), largely owing to the restrictions on
movement and gatherings that more or less saw Easter cancelled as a social
event, one of the key retail peaks in a normal year.
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In contrast, the excellent weather in May (the sunniest month on record),
cou pled with two bank holidays, prompted significant recreational spending
on BBQs, picnics and related products. This boosted growth to 10% for the
month, a figure enhanced both by the opportunity locked-down people had
to enjoy the sun, plus a sense of relief when restrictions on life began to be
eased from 11 May.
The effects of lockdown also significantly changed the relative performances
of both retailers and categories. Notably the outperformance of the
discounters (and hence their market share gains) significantly slowed, as the
mainstream supermarkets mostly benefited from regained momentum.
In terms of categories, growth notably continued in long-life lines such as
pasta and canned foods, while eat-now products, and especially food-to-go,
saw significantly diminished demand. However, alcohol has perhaps been the
single biggest contributor to sector growth over the period, making up around
40% of all the incremental value in food and grocery spend, and boosting its
share in the category mix.

Some of the most common questions IGD is hearing from industry
leaders are about changes in shopper demand and mindset. They want
to know what behaviour we expect to change for good and to what
extent shoppers will return to their pre-COVID-19 habits.
It might be too early to say what changes will stick, but we track shopper
missions and attitudes through our ShopperVista service, and our new
Shoppers of Our Time project will follow the lives and experiences of 30
diverse British households for the next two years, as we emerge from the
COVID-19 crisis and face into the longer-term impacts.
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CHAPTER 2

THE NEED FOR HYGIENE AND SAFETY
The COVID-19 pandemic has driven the rapid development and adoption of
exceptional measures designed to limit the transmission of infection, to
protect the public and workers at all points of direct human interaction. As an
essential service, food retail and the wider food industry has been at the
forefront of ensuring customers and workers are safe in all contact through
the supply chain.

The early stages
From the outset of the COVID-19 outbreak there was an increased emphasis
on hygiene, at first focused on personal cleanliness and primarily driven by the
government’s advice on washing hands to prevent infection.
Already on a small scale some people were also starting to adopt face
coverings in public, and concerns started to be raised about the need for
cleaning frequently touched surfaces and handles, including shopping
baskets and trolleys.
In March this was progressively escalated into a matter of official intervention
and implementation.
Distancing strategies then began to enter government communication,
which crystallised into the advice to avoid crowds and gatherings and avoid
proximity closer than two metres on 16 March. This advice was hardened into
the formal closure of schools, pubs, cafes and restaurants on 20 March.

The step-change to detailed regulation and implementation
At around the same time food retailers began to introduce distancing
measures into their stores. The first step was to provide quieter times for older
shoppers and the emergency services, allowing easier access to stores that
were at that point extremely busy. Thereafter floor markings quickly began to
be deployed to help all shoppers distance in aisles and at checkouts, and the
first perspex screens began to be installed to protect colleagues at till points.
Manufacturers and other stakeholders in the food supply chain also quickly
began to review and adapt their operating procedures and workforce
management to incorporate social distancing and other protective measures
(such as screens) across their businesses.
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This had a particular impact on some manufacturing and processing
operations, where shift crews had to be reduced and shifts staggered to
achieve this, while some production lines had to be suspended due to
difficulties encountered. Other measures introduced included preventing
visitors and third-party contractors from entering sites and developing safe
operating procedures for inbound deliveries.
“We’ve implemented hundreds, dare I say thousands actually, of
specific social distancing initiatives against themes like: how we
configure lines in our factories; how we configure roles against those
lines consistent with the two-metre social distancing requirement; the
immediate implementation of incremental screening, where we have
challenges with the two-metre social distancing; how we configure
and start shifts; how we set up our canteens, our breaks, our changing
rooms, all consistent with keeping people safe.”
Patrick Coveney, Chief Executive Officer, Greencore Group Plc
Many of these measures already implemented by food businesses led the way
for official advice, and following the lockdown on 23 March, Public Health
England (PHE), in consultation with the food industry, issued specific
guidance and recommendations (published on 25 March).
For retailers this included systematically implementing distancing in stores
by limiting the number of shoppers inside, controlling access and regulating
queues outside as well as providing relevant signage and markers in-store and
creating one-way flows where possible.
This guidance also recommended the installation of perspex screens at till
points and the encouragement of contactless payment where possible.
Screens were then progressively rolled out across the sector in the following
weeks, slowed to some extent by availability.
As well as being implemented across national retailers, social distancing was
also quickly adopted by independent retailers and cash & carry wholesale
depots. For some this was a decision point for whether to stay open to the
public, and several wholesalers and independent retailers closed depots and
stores to focus on developing business online.
Over the next few weeks food businesses began to adopt further measures to
secure staff welfare.
Some retailers had begun to make use of additional personal protective
equipment such as disposable gloves and face masks and visors (typically on
request).
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The use of face coverings was debated extensively and analysed carefully,
particularly by food manufacturers and producers. Whilst some of these
businesses began to introduce visors, the use of face masks was considered a
potential risk to hygiene on production lines. PHE officials acknowledged that
the already strict hygiene practices and Hazard Analysis and Critical Control
Point (HACCP) processes in place in these facilities provided very good
protection to workers.
“The health and wellbeing of all our colleagues has been our top
priority and we have introduced a wide range of measures across our
locations to safeguard our colleagues as we meet the unprecedented
levels of demand we have seen for many of our product ranges. All our
manufacturing and distribution sites have remained fully operational
throughout this period and I am immensely proud of all our colleagues
who have responded to this challenge with great energy and
professionalism.”
Alex Whitehouse, Chief Executive Officer, Premier Foods
Despite ongoing discussion prompted by the extensive use of face coverings
in other countries, the use of face coverings in the workplace was not made
an official requirement. Some specialist advice suggested any benefits of face
coverings might be offset by potential risks in some contexts and by an
implied dilution of distancing messages. Nevertheless, an increasing
stipulation for their use in enclosed public spaces (e.g. on public transport and
later in shops) was a feature of the relaxation of the lockdown.
As businesses in the food supply chain were implementing protective
measures these were helping to shape general guidelines for all workplaces
and environments.
A full statement of guidance for pandemic hygiene and distancing in the
workplace was issued on 7 April. As well as stipulating distancing (and
mitigation strategies where this was impossible) plus extended cleaning
regimes, the modification of people flows and concentrations, through
changed shift patterns and hours of work, was added as a recommendation.
The need for this implementation was given greater force in Wales in
particular, where the devolved government implemented new legislation,
setting out the need to achieve two-metre distancing in the workplace by ‘all
reasonable measures’.
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Adapting to the new ‘regulated’ operating environments
Accomplished at speed, with the introduction of new equipment and ways of
working, the new aspects of hygiene and safety have had significant
commercial impacts in terms of the efficiency of all types of food business
premises: retail, wholesale and manufacturing.
“Our operations teams in factories and distribution centres developed
new safety regimes at an incredible pace and allowed us to continue
supplying the nation with food and drink all through the period of
lockdown and the peak of the virus.”
Stefano Agostini, CEO, Nestlé UK & Ireland
Having established the key principles, under lockdown (through April and into
May) businesses evolved quickly to improve their rebased volume capacity, be
that in the throughput of shoppers or in units of production, in order to ensure
the needs of customers can be met.
The retail sector in particular has needed to demonstrate to customers the
solutions they have put in place to ensure their safety, and measures have
included:
•

Helping shoppers understand the ebb and flow of traffic through the day
and week, allowing them to avoid busy times. This simple expedient can
help smooth flows and maintain more even in-store traffic, managing
customer expectations and avoiding abandoned trips when queues build
up outside stores

•

The adaptation of in-store surveillance technology to accurately monitor
the number of shoppers on premises. This ensures optimum safe access
is maintained and that queuing shoppers are admitted as soon as possible. These systems have also been linked to electronic traffic light systems at the entrance, to provide a fully automated process that releases
colleagues for other roles

•

The increased deployment of screens to mitigate less than two-metre
distancing around tills. Initially Sainsbury’s installed screens on one side of
tills, opting to open only alternate tills, creating bottlenecks at the checkout in busy stores. This was tackled with the addition of screens on both
sides of the tills, creating bounded corridors around checkouts, enabling
more tills to be opened and shoppers to complete their transactions faster

•

Avoiding the need for shoppers with limited needs to queue with trolley
shoppers. Morrisons’ Speedy Shopper service creates a two-speed journey
for shoppers, enabling basket shoppers access through a dedicated and
faster moving queue, with transactions limited to a restricted number of
items
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•

The wider deployment of scan & go systems. While retailers have been
rolling these out selectively in recent years, operators such as Asda have
now rapidly introduced this system across the full estate, in particular
enabling mobile-based scanning and payment as the ‘lowest contact’
option and offering a notably faster checkout solution

The next phase: towards lifting the lockdown
On 11 May the UK began its journey towards lifting the lockdown, and a return
to ‘normality’.
Foodservice businesses and quick service restaurants prepared to reopen,
principally focusing on takeaway and delivery operations, implementing many
of the safety and hygiene practices tried and tested by parts of the food
industry that remained open throughout lockdown.
Face coverings became an increasing feature of government guidance,
becoming mandatory on all forms of public transport in June and in shops by
the end of July.
Within the food and consumer goods sector, there were contrasting
approaches to the use of face coverings or masks. In retail, many of those who
had maintained operations throughout the crisis were providing colleagues
with the option of wearing face coverings, but take-up was relatively low, with
the majority of colleagues being confident in other protective measures in
place. However, we saw a greater take-up of face coverings for foodservice
businesses that were reopening, with this being one means of giving
colleagues the confidence to return to work and providing reassurance to
customers.
Into June, attention also turned to whether the government would allow
progressive relaxation of official distancing measures, and in particular the
two-metre guidance to allow large parts of the hospitality sector to reopen.
This was confirmed on 23 June, with official guidance changing to ‘onemetre plus’, giving the go-ahead for pubs and restaurants to reopen on 4 July
in England, with other regions following soon after.

The food and consumer goods industry has introduced a wide range of
hygiene and safety measures throughout its operations. This has
required significant capital investment and ongoing costs, as well as
impacting productivity.
As we emerge from the crisis phase of the pandemic questions remain,
including which of these measures will become a permanent feature of
how we work.
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Businesses will need to consider how to manage ongoing costs related
to hygiene and safety and how business models need to adapt. There
may also be implications for Christmas trading, both in terms of
manufacturing capacity and managing shopper demand in store.
Retailers will also need to ensure continued compliance of social
distancing measures, which has become more challenging as lockdown
measures have been eased.
Throughout the pandemic, IGD has been tracking the response from the
international food and consumer goods industry, exploring the impact of
COVID-19 now and in the longer term. Find out more at IGD Retail Analysis
and IGD Supply Chain Analysis
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CHAPTER 3

A HIGHLY RESTRICTED ‘NORMALITY’
The out-of-home and ‘non-essential’ shutdown
Over the course of the week of 15 March, government advice began to
seriously inhibit personal interactions in normal daily life, from workplace to
education and leisure to entertainment. This rapidly began to affect demand
in a huge range of venues for the out-of-home eating and drinking market,
which then was more or less completely cut off on 21 March, by which time
schools had been closed and pubs, restaurants and cafes shut down by
government instruction.
The lockdown was then completed by the instruction that all ‘non-essential’
retail should close for an initial period of three weeks from midnight on 23
March.
Shutting the out-of-home venues themselves of course put all their operating
businesses, from multi-site to independents as well as contract caterers, into
survival mode, needing to suspend most if not all operations and to furlough
hundreds of thousands of staff.

Upstream foodservice channel impacts
Wholesalers
Unsurprisingly the shutdown also had massive upstream impacts for all
businesses involved in supplying the out-of-home sector (whether food and
drink, other consumables or indeed any equipment or service providers too).
Worst and most immediately affected was any business specialising in the
channel, such as the many wholesalers dedicated to the out-of-home sector,
which fulfil the key supply chain and distribution roles for this market. As well
as suffering a collapse in sales these wholesalers faced the challenge of sitting
on substantial quantities of stock, including much with limited life, which
potentially would need to be written off.
“The foodservice industry has been hugely hit by COVID-19, with the
immediate lockdown via the emergency measures. We have a turnover
of about £11 billion across our members. Some of those members have
seen 95% of their volumes disappear overnight.”
James Bielby, Chief Executive, Federation of Wholesale Distributors
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Initial solutions to this included seeking to divert stock into the retail channel,
where short-term shortages created a temporary market for selling to
retailers in mid to late March, and also freezing down stock to prolong life until
business would be able to return to normal.
Both these solutions enjoyed some limited success, with wholesalers finding
their most receptive retail market amongst small-scale independent retailers
up and down the country.
Then beyond the issue of trying to mitigate their risks around their
stockholding, wholesalers had the decision to make between shutting up
shop and furloughing staff or seeking some means of maintaining a level of
operational continuity through focusing on other customer groups.
Some customer groups remained available for the incumbent operators, such
as hospitals, prisons and the military, so some continuity was possible for these
businesses. But others sought to pivot to new customer groups such as
domestic customers, offering either click & collect services from their depots
or home delivery.
The success of this new B2C enterprise is hard to gauge. There are a number
of issues that limit the extent to which a wholesaler might rely on
domestic shoppers to support their business. For example, for the wholesaler
the domestic shopper is a very small customer, with spend levels way below
any B2B customer and for the shopper the attraction of wholesale pack
sizes for domestic use can be limited. Nevertheless, some operators such as
JJ Foodservice did seem to enjoy some success by flexing their offer to create
ranges more suitable to the domestic customer.
Alongside these new business streams, major national foodservice
wholesal ers, primarily Bidfood and Brakes, working in partnership, have been
able to take on a role in the national welfare response, supplying government
procured food boxes to extremely clinically vulnerable individuals. This
emergency National Shielding Programme funded by the government
launched on 29 March, and by the end of April had successfully made 500,000
parcel deliveries.
“We worked very closely with Defra as we went into that lockdown
period. There were daily food supply and food resilience calls to
manage that in real time, to talk about the impact of our premises
shutting, the impact of that going up the supply chain, how we could
shift and pivot food production and food distribution away from
catering towards retail, to support the shortages that were being seen
on supermarket shelves. It is not terribly easy to do, but we were trying
to work our hardest on that.”
Kate Nicholls, Chief Executive, UKHospitality
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Manufacturers and primary producers
After the wholesalers, the shutdown of the out-of-home channel also began
to impact the many manufacturers and producers that have a stake in
supplying the sector. As well as those specialists focused on supplying
product to the channel, there are also significant numbers (especially amongst
bigger international companies, such as Coca-Cola, Unilever and McCain) that
have business across both retail and foodservice customers, who also faced a
significant challenge to elements of their revenue streams.
Moreover, by the beginning of April the ripples from the out-of-home
shutdown were also starting to impact primary producers, who in normal
times rely on the market as a significant element in the overall economic
equation of their business models.
In the dairy sector, the loss of demand from coffee shops and cafes meant
farmers were facing significant issues of short-term over-production, and
within a short space of time substantial quantities (up to five million litres) of
milk were unsold and being poured away.
Farmers affected set out to manage back this over-production, although this
is not an immediate solution. In the meantime, other solutions, such as
diverting milk into animal feed production and supplying welfare projects,
were some means of mitigating the situation, although leaving the farmer
with significantly reduced returns.
To facilitate greater collaboration in managing this oversupply of milk, and
ensure product could be used commercially wherever possible, on 20 April
the government set out specific derogations for the dairy sector in
competition law, to allow competitors to work more closely together. The
Agriculture and Horticulture Development Board (AHDB) and Dairy UK also
worked together, supported by Defra, to develop a consumer-facing
campaign called ‘milk your moments’.
A more intractable impact was seen in the meat sector, especially in beef
production. Here the loss of out-of-home sales removed significant demand
for the most valuable parts of the animal, the so-called noble cuts, such as
steaks and joints. While there was ongoing high demand for cheaper parts
of the animal (such as those used for mince) in the retail channel, the impact
significantly devalued the overall yield of an animal to the farmer.
A means of offsetting this was to drive additional demand for steaks through
the retail channel. On 9 April, AHDB took a first step toward this with the
launch of a marketing campaign called ‘stay home and celebrate #steaknight’.
And subsequently, major retailers undertook specific promotional campaigns
to drive up sales of these cuts.
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Other producers also suffering from this oversupply effect included potato
suppliers, such as Branston, which launched a partnership with Tesco on 5
May to supply ‘foodservice’ produce to the retailer to avoid having to write off
significant surpluses.
“We saw £1.5 billion worth of transactions transferred from out of home
into retail in less than a month. That was unprecedented. We all live
very differently buying out of retail to what we do when we buy from
out of home… This obviously has never happened before and I don’t
think anything prepared us for the global scale at which this moved, or
the pace…
“It is worth also noting that farming was one industry that could not
walk away from its supply chain. You have a living, breathing supply
chain, and you had to keep farming. That has been the issue here, and
that remains the issue. You could not step back and mothball your
busi ness or furlough your workers; you had to keep farming. We have
to keep farming; we can’t stop that. That, I believe, is what makes it
very different and why we have to look at long-term solutions.”
Minette Batters, President, National Farmers’ Union

Transport and distribution
In the early part of the pandemic, the challenge for the transport network was
managing the increased retail demand brought on by the panic buying of
essential items. However, soon after the lockdown at the end of March,
logistics providers felt the consequences of the shutdown of essential retail,
foodservice and hospitality.
This left many hauliers with no customers whilst others were dealing with the
challenge of elevated demand in food retail. To try and match the needs of
supply and demand, the Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport (CILT)
worked with its members, the Road Haulage Association and the Department
for Transport, to create a database of businesses and logistics companies that
could provide services either nationally or in a local area.
A similar readjustment was required to warehousing space, and one solution
that was developed was onevastwarehouse.com, where those with excess
space available could list and those with a shortfall could search by location/
type/service required and agree terms with the provider through the platform.
Although the logistics supply and demand challenges were resolved relatively
quickly, the lockdown created significant challenges to the efficiency of the
network, with a rapid reduction in back load volumes (the return trip after
making a delivery). A survey conducted by the Road Haulage Association in
April revealed that almost 50% of trucks were inactive as a result of COVID-19,
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including almost a third of those providing transport for the food industry.
Over 80% of hauliers reported that back load volumes were significantly
reduced, unsustainably low or non-existent.
“The UK’s road freight industry isn’t just about trucks, it’s about people.
It’s about those who’ve quite literally gone the extra mile to keep the
nation fed and protected during an incredibly difficult
and challenging time.
“HGV Heroes will ensure that they are not just remembered as getting
us all through some very dark times – we should be celebrating them
every single day.”
Richard Burnett, Chief Executive of the Road Haulage Association, on the
launch of its HGV Heroes campaign

Collateral impacts on ‘essential’ retail
With the closure of all non-essential retail, plus all eating and drinking and
entertainment venues, traffic to many consumer destinations such as high
streets and shopping centres had slowed to a trickle by 24 March. At the same
time, traffic into town and city centres was being significantly impacted by
the instructions for people to work at home wherever possible.
This meant that food stores and other essential retailers in these locations,
even though they were allowed to remain open, suffered significant
drop-offs in sales. By the end of March retailers including Sainsbury’s and
Co-op, as well as Poundland, had voluntarily acted to close the worst affected
stores for the immediate future. While these closures were relatively few in
most cases, Poundland shut as many as 100 stores, over 10% of its entire estate.
While permitted to continue operating as a takeaway/delivery option, many
restaurants and food-to-go outlets (including McDonalds) also took the
decision to close all operations with the imposition of the full lockdown on 23
March. For many the primary challenge to ongoing operation was to
accommodate social distancing for staff within their kitchens.
However, some national takeaway operations, such as Dominos, continued to
operate by swiftly introducing mitigating measures in their outlets, including
the simplification of menus to reduce staff numbers required and minimise
the extent of interaction needed in preparation.
The government’s injunction to stay home and travel as little as possible also
had a major impact on ‘essential’ retail in many travel, or other transit
locations, such as railway stations, motorway service stations and fuel
forecourts in general. With many people not using their cars, fuel
consumption dropped by up to 70% in the early stages of the lockdown,
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meaning visits to many forecourt stores were substantially down too. While
grocery retail outlets stayed open in these locations, many of the food-to-go
operations closed down, along with those in high streets and other shopping
destinations.
During April, food-to-go operators that had closed down, such as Greggs,
began to explore means of reopening stores. However, not until the signal
from the government of moves towards an easing of the lockdown on 11 May
did some national operators in the space, such as Caffe Nero and Pret, begin
to open stores on any scale.
Into May and June, many national operators continued to slowly reopen stores
in a phased way, focusing on collection and delivery before government
restrictions were sufficiently eased to allow on-site dining options.

Uncertainty remains over the extent to and rate at which the
out-of-home sector will recover.
In IGD’s Eating In Vs Dining Out research, produced in collaboration
with foodservice consultant Peter Backman, we explore the impact of
COVID-19 on the UK food and drink market. At a time of unprecedented
change and uncertainty, our aim is that the four scenarios we outline
will help food retail and foodservice companies plan for the future.
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CHAPTER 4

FOOD RETAIL AND SUPPLY MADE A
‘FRONTLINE’ SERVICE
A key plank of the national pandemic response
Already during the spiking demand seen in early March there had been
heightened awareness in government of the potential vulnerabilities of the
food and grocery supply chain and the need to ensure its continuity.
As the government moved through the preparatory stages for locking down
many aspects of normal daily life, clear decisions were also needed about what
elements of the national economy would need to be maintained in order to
sustain a population largely confined to its homes over the coming weeks.
Clearly the food industry, and specifically the retail channel, had to be a
priority focus for exemption from lockdown legislation to ensure access to
food across the UK.
The government’s Coronavirus Emergency Bill, published on 19 March, signed
into law the need to safeguard the food industry and support it to maintain
supplies.
This critical status was confirmed when workers in food retail and its related
supply roles were designated ‘essential’ to enable their children to
continue attending school once the educational settings were shut down for
the majority of pupils from 20 March.
In the process of enforcing this provision it also became apparent that
‘essential’ workers needed to include a significant range of ancillary workers
necessary to keep all aspects of food retail operations running, including
service engineers for all types of equipment such as refrigeration. By the time
the fullest extent of the lockdown was enforced from midnight on 24 March,
the central role of food retail workers and the manufacturers and processors
supplying them was firmly established and understood.
“Our colleagues have been exceptional, and I feel incredibly proud of
the job they have done day in day out and of their flexibility and
adaptability during this crisis.”
Simon Roberts, Chief Executive Officer, Sainsbury’s
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Further official provision was quickly made to ensure ongoing continuity in
the food and grocery supply chain by a derogation of competition law. This
enabled otherwise competing food industry businesses to collaborate more
closely if need be during the emergency to deal with challenges to
maintaining food supplies.
As well as these general principles, a host of short-term solutions were also
put in place, across a wide range of regulations and licensing relating to the
sector, to ensure increased flexibility to navigate operational challenges (such
as absenteeism). Some of these are explored in chapter 5 of this report.

#Foodheroes
In recognition that the food industry was playing a central role in supporting
the country during the emergency, and of the fact that its workers were being
asked to stay in work when others were being told to stay home for safety,
Defra formally expressed its thanks to the sector as a whole in late March.
As well as a social media campaign launched on 28 March celebrating the
country’s #Foodheroes, the Secretary Of State, George Eustice, published an
open letter to the industry as a whole expressing his thanks.
“Everyone working in the food and drink industry has rallied in an
extraordinary way to respond to this unprecedented challenge… I am
personally enormously proud and thankful for all the work that you
have done in recent weeks and will be asked to do in the weeks ahead.
In many cases you are the hidden heroes, and the country is grateful for
all that you have done.”
George Eustice, Secretary of State, Defra

Supporting other key workers and services
As well as taking on an extended role as a key service in the support of
vulnerable members of the UK population (see chapter 6), the food and
grocery sector also set out to support other key functions in the emergency
response.
In particular, retailers put in place specific benefits for the emergency services
and the NHS. Many established priority shopping hours over the course of the
week, with NHS workers qualifying for access. Some (such as Co-op and
Morrisons) also offered 10% discounts on all shopping for NHS workers.
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“The professionalism, enthusiasm and resourcefulness of our frontline
key worker colleagues is extraordinary and is showing Morrisons at its
very best. I’d like to thank every single colleague: you are Morrisons’
most important and most valued assets and are making a vital
difference to so many people and communities across Britain.”
David Potts, Chief Executive, Morrisons
Retailers also set out to extend operations to ensure NHS workers had access
to food and drink at hospital sites. Tesco, for example, set up stores at the new
temporary Nightingale hospitals, while Costcutter, working with Compass, set
up additional pop-up stores at 20 hospitals across the UK.
Manufacturers (such as Greencore) and foodservice wholesalers (such as
Brakes) with surplus capacity took steps to donate food to NHS workers, as
well as ensuring the supply of food, hygiene and cleaning products was
maintained to care homes.
Many others launched initiatives to support elements of the care system. In
early May, Asda established its package of support for 3,500 care homes,
offering priority shopping passes to staff and donating a quarter of a million
medical grade face masks to maintain PPE requirements.
Meanwhile, to ensure availability of food and drink for lorry drivers, despite
significantly reduced levels of business, motorway service operators such as
Moto and Welcome Break guaranteed on-site stores were kept open.
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CHAPTER 5

CLOSE CONTACT AND
COORDINATION WITH THE
GOVERNMENT
As the first signs of an emerging consumer ‘panic’ response to the developing
COVID-19 outbreak appeared at the end of February and into the beginning of
March, retailers began to review their contingency plans for ensuring
continuity of supply that had been established to deal with potential
disruption arising from a ‘disorganised’ Brexit.
From its developing Brexit preparations Defra had an established forum for
maintaining contact and for exploring the potential food chain issues across
the industry. This was the Food Chain Emergency Liaison Group, and its
meeting on 6 March naturally became the first step by which the food sector
rapidly took on a key advisory role in the evolution of the government response
to the COVID-19 emergency, against the backdrop of rapidly escalating supply
chain pressure.
The Food Chain Emergency Liaison Group, with representatives of key trade
bodies from across the food sector, continued to meet throughout the
emergency. This provided an essential feedback loop between the food sector
and government, enabling emerging issues arising both from the outbreak
and the response to it to be quickly identified and mitigated to ensure a high
level of reliability in food supply, and business continuity to support it.
As the government moved towards an increasing lockdown, with the full
extent of measures implemented from 23 March, Defra created a new
industry forum to oversee food chain resilience. To this end, Nestle supply
chain veteran and GS1 chairman Chris Tyas was recruited to Defra to head its
new Food Resilience Industry Forum, adding senior industry experience to its
capability, and tasked with maintaining high frequency contact with the
senior leaderships (through nominated contacts) of retailers, foodservice
operators, suppliers, logistics providers and key food industry bodies.
Beginning with its first meeting on 24 March, this was the key platform in an
unprecedented scope of collaboration between government and the private
sector that emerged as the pandemic episode unfolded. Initially meeting five
days a week, meetings were stepped down to twice a week, and then once a
week as the pace of need slowed.
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“There are a number of us who take part in a call every morning…
called the Food Resilience Industry Forum… Its job is not to debate
issues but to unblock the supply chain… It brings together over 100
people from leading retailers, manufacturers, distributors and the
whole food supply chain. It is very effective at raising issues and it is
a great initiative.”
Ian Wright, Chief Executive, Food and Drink Federation
Various sub-groups were formed out of the Food Resilience Industry Forum to
tackle particular issues. In addition, Defra convened a retailer forum regularly
to focus on issues specific to this group.
Defra Secretary of State George Eustice also oversaw regular engagement
with the food industry, both directly and through an extension of the F4 Group,
comprised of the British Retail Consortium, the Food and Drink Federation,
the National Farmers’ Union and UKHospitality. This was extended to include
the Association of Convenience Stores, the Federation of Wholesale
Distributors and IGD. This group met weekly through the height of the
pandemic to provide direct feedback to the Secretary of State.
“This is a real success story in terms of government working with
industry… We have found solutions in days, not weeks, to many issues,
which has allowed the industry to carry on functioning and continue
to be safe, so we have found the right balance of safety and security of
food supply.”
David Kennedy, Director General for Food, Farming and Biosecurity, Defra
Throughout the crisis Defra’s approach was to gather insight quickly, to
enable it to act where necessary to ensure continuity of food supply, including
close coordination with other government departments.
A raft of action was taken, including the unprecedented relaxation of
competition law to allow companies to work more closely to protect food
supplies. This followed a rapid period of consultation with the food industry
and associat ed bodies to understand the specific circumstances when this
would address disruption to, or demand on, supply chains.
Other actions included relaxation of driver hours regulation and extension of
MOT certificates, flexibility in right-to-work checks, increasing contactless
payment limits and in certain cases making easements to labelling
regulations.
Defra also intervened directly in some cases to keep supply chains
functioning, working with border officials to release consignments of essential
food supplies.
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To this government-coordinated approach was added the convening
capabilities of the numerous industry bodies and trade associations, which
acted throughout to gather and disseminate information, to represent and
engage as broad a section as possible of all aspects of the food industry on the
challenges faced and the responses needed.
Through this ongoing communication and coordination under the auspices
of the government, the food industry was able to act with a unity of purpose
to meet the needs of the UK population, and support the wider pandemic
response on a national basis, as well as planning for the ultimate recovery of
‘normality’.
“One of the real plus points from this has been the level of collaboration
between the suppliers and the retailers through the period. It would not
have been possible to do what we did through the period of March into
April without that strong collaboration with suppliers. That is
something we are going to see more of going forward, particularly in
terms of data exchanges through the system, replaying consumer
demand into production at food factories.”
Andrew Opie, Director of Food and Sustainability, British Retail Consortium

Defra’s approach to managing the COVID-19 crisis has been welcomed
by many leaders in the industry, and the Food Resilience Industry
Forum has been described by senior government officials as breaking
new ground. As we look to further challenges and risk to food supply
over the months ahead, there is much to learn from the success of this
approach, and we expect both industry leaders and Defra to use this as
a model as we begin the more intensive phase of planning for a new
relationship with the EU in January 2021.
IGD Economics provides impartial analysis on how economic, social and
political issues such as EU Exit will impact the food and consumer goods
industry.
Find out more on our Economics page
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CHAPTER 6

A FOCUS ON FEEDING THE
VULNERABLE
A focus on feeding the vulnerable
From the outset of the COVID-19 outbreak in the UK it was apparent that some
people, especially the older and those with underlying health conditions, faced
an elevated risk of serious illness and death from the disease. It was therefore
a priority from the beginning that these groups be protected more than any
other in the national response to mitigate the impact on the country at large
– and the health service more specifically.
The need to prioritise the needs of the vulnerable was perhaps the earliest
motivator in how retailers progressively adapted their operations even before
the imposition of the lockdown.
In order to enable these customers to restrict their interactions, major retailers
began to introduce priority shopping sessions in the course of the week
beginning 15 March, to allow them to shop in a less crowded environment.
The introduction of priority sessions was the point at which ‘normal’ shoppers
had to queue for entry to stores for the first time.
However, it quickly became apparent that for safety vulnerable shoppers
needed to be able to avoid shopping in store if at all possible.

From local response to national ‘vulnerable’ strategy
Identifying the vulnerable
In the early stages, ‘vulnerable’ status was largely a matter of self-identification
or identification by the many local community and volunteer groups stepping
up their activity around the country. It was then local networks and local
retailers that often took the first steps in prioritising the anxious and
vulnerable shoppers with home delivery to begin with, although coverage was
piecemeal and lacked overall co-ordination.
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However, by the third week of March the government was taking significant
steps to create a more systematic means of:
•

Identifying the most vulnerable individuals in the population.

•

Putting in place a safety net to ensure them access to food in the
conditions of a lockdown

Initial focus was put on those of specific clinical concern, considered to be the
‘extremely clinically vulnerable’ and to be the priority for protective ‘shielding’.
Then within this, further priority was put on those in the group who might be
socially isolated, as those most urgently in need of direct intervention in
accessing food.
Beyond these critical groups focus was then broadened to identify the wider,
‘non-shielded’, but nonetheless self-isolating vulnerable population for whom
support in accessing food either by delivery or by proxy/volunteer shopping
was a priority.
Core to this initiative was an extensive data collection exercise, not only mining
and collating NHS records, but augmenting this with information gathered
through a national register for all those advised by the NHS or their GP of their
vulnerable status, to log their names and contact details. With further input
from local authorities and welfare groups, ultimately this brought together a
total list of some 2.2 million extremely clinically vulnerable people to whom
priority support for shopping was required.

Implementing the response
The initial challenge to implementing an effective response to the needs of
the vulnerable was that the best developed platforms for delivering it
(the retailers’ home delivery services) were inundated and at capacity at this
point in time (i.e. mid to late March).
An extensive programme to scale up this capacity was immediately launched
by the leading retailers, but though rapid, this needed time. In the meantime,
urgent needs were met through a combination of volunteer effort and a
dedicated service established by government through the agency of the
foodservice wholesalers, Bidfood and Brakes.
Following a rapid set-up, the Bidfood/Brakes partnership delivered its first
emergency food parcels on 29 March and had delivered 2 million by early June.
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“During this national crisis, Bidfood and Brakes, the UK’s largest
wholesalers, have joined forces to deliver weekly food and essential
supply boxes to many of the 1.5m extremely
vulnerable people inisolation.
“Moving at record pace, we have worked with government
departments to create a service capable of reaching every corner of
England, through our national depot networks. Our security-checked,
professional delivery drivers are hugely motivated and proud to be
playing their part in serving their local communities in
this fantastic endeavour.”
Joint message from Andrew Selley, CEO, Bidfood and Hugo Mahoney,
CEO, Brakes
In the meantime, government was seeking to join up the volunteer efforts
of local authorities and voluntary groups to reach the vulnerable across the
country. This included the establishment of the NHS Volunteer Responder
network under the auspices of the Royal Voluntary Service, helping to
connect vulnerable individuals referred by care professionals to volunteer
support through the GoodSAM app.

The retailers – supporting with delivery
From the outset retailers were already seeking to support vulnerable
shoppers on an individual basis.
At the end of March, some retailers were already using loyalty card data to
identify vulnerable elderly customers, to offer them delivery slots. Meanwhile,
initiatives such as the Viral Kindness Project, launched in Scotland in late
March, saw wholesalers and retailers collaborating with the Scottish Grocers
Federation to gather contact details for people seeking to isolate, offering
them support through 500 local stores.
Then in early April the government was able to start supplying the approved
lists of extremely clinically vulnerable shoppers to the national retailers so they
could offer them priority access to slots for home delivery. They were able to
make contact with hundreds of thousands of vulnerable shoppers using these
lists.
Retailers’ efforts to prioritise vulnerable customers for delivery slots continued
through April and May, with shoppers able to contact them to request priority
slots by phone where they had not been able to access them by other means.
The launch of the various food box schemes was also intended to facilitate
vulnerable shoppers access to food, though these were not exclusively
targeted at this group.
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Supporting proxy shopping
Recognising that many vulnerable, and indeed other generally anxious
people, were also being actively supported by family, neighbours or volunteer
groups doing their shopping for them, retailers also sought to facilitate this
by making means of proxy payment available by repurposing gift card and
voucher mechanics. These ‘volunteer’ cards could be purchased online and
then used by anyone on their behalf shopping in-store.
Proxy shopping was also being widely undertaken in independent stores too,
and while these retailers don’t have the systems or resources to create
equivalent volunteer card schemes, many took payment from absent
shoppers by adopting the ‘card not present’ payment option where
vulnerable shoppers provided specific permission.
Some groups also put agreements in place with specific volunteer networks,
such as SPAR with the Royal Voluntary Service (RVS) on its NHS Volunteer
Responders programme. By this agreement, the RVS volunteers were
enabled to pay for shopping in hundreds of SPAR stores for those registered
with the network.
On 23 June the government announced that the National Shielding
Programme in England would end on 1 August, and with this the end of the
government procured food boxes, which at its peak had supplied hundreds of
thousands of boxes to the extremely clinically vulnerable. These people continued to be supported by the retailers through access to priority home delivery slots and could also continue to seek the support of volunteers through
local authorities.

Supporting the food-poor
The food industry has faced another national challenge of social need in terms
of feeding those in food poverty. Under the stress of the emergency, the
established foodbank networks first struggled to access sufficient food from
store-based donations during panic buying, and then also found themselves
overwhelmed with new demand from people pushed into hardship by the
lockdown.
In early April, IGD convened food and grocery businesses along with Fareshare
and the Trussell Trust to seek direct donations of food and logistic support to
supply local and regional food bank networks, ensuring food for those in need.
On 8 May Defra announced that the government would also make a
significant contribution to this initiative, as well as providing funding for WRAP
and other food redistribution charities.
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“The response from the food industry working together through IGD
has yet again showed its values and character in the same way it has
responded to the pandemic in fields, factories, distribution warehouses
and supermarkets.
“The generosity of these donations and the compassion for those vulnerable and in need is a massive credit to both the food industry and
the IGD… On behalf of everyone involved in reaching out to those in
need in our local communities, a massive thank you.”
Lindsay Boswell, CEO, FareShare
The foodservice channel, whose market was substantially diminished by the
lockdown, provided significant volumes of surplus food. The rapid redirection
of surplus food was facilitated by the involvement of WRAP, which enabled
the matching of availability and need through its established food surplus
network database.
WRAP provided further support for national redistribution schemes through
a series of grants to charities and not-for-profit organisations under the COVID-19 Emergency Surplus Food Grant scheme, established in early April.

Charities have reported a steep increase in demand for foodbanks during
COVID-19 – the Trussell Trust distributed 81% more food parcels in March
2020 and 89% more in April 2020, when compared with the same months
in 2019.
As the UK faces into the severe economic consequences of the crisis, it’s
not yet clear how many more people will experience food poverty over
the months ahead. This is one of Henry Dimbleby’s considerations as he
reflects on the impacts of COVID-19 and his work on the National Food
Strategy.
We’ve seen a high level of support from food and grocery businesses for
foodbanks and we expect that to continue.
IGD was delighted to work closely with FareShare and other charity food
redistributors during the pandemic to support the coordination of food
donations to food banks, in what was a hugely challenging environment.
Susan Barratt, CEO of IGD, said: “This was a fantastic example of our
industry working together. Together we served the needs of those who
rely so heavily on foodbanks for their daily food essentials.”
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CHAPTER 7

HUGE DEMAND FOR HOME DELIVERY
March – the surge in demand
Already in the first half of March, shoppers were turning to home delivery
services in growing numbers to secure stocks of products in case of any
forthcoming disruption and in light of the developing shortages in-store.
Following government advice that people should stay at home and limit
outside contact, especially vulnerable groups, home delivery became a
priority focus for many who were anxious about the spread of the virus and
the levels of crowding occurring in physical stores.
In mid-March, most home delivery capacity had been overwhelmed by the
combination of the number and size of orders they were receiving, with
delivery slots booked up weeks in advance as soon as they were made
available. Despite appeals to customers to only order when and what was ‘
essential’, demand continued to rise.
Ocado, the UK’s leading pureplay online and home delivery specialist, was
faced with demand 10 times higher than its usual non-seasonal flows.
On 16 March Ocado took the decision to only service orders from existing
customers and announced it would be accepting no new registrations. It also
suspended new orders from any customers for two days as it tried to clear
some of the backlog.
On 17 March Ocado introduced a virtual queuing system on its website,
effectively a triage to discourage speculative traffic and only allow access to
established customers.
By 24 March it was taking further measures to try to balance capacity with
demand, such as only allowing customers one order every seven days and
removing some bulky lines from its range.
“As a result of COVID-19 we have seen years of growth in the online
grocery market condensed into a matter of months; and we won’t be
going back. We are confident that accelerated growth in the online
channel will continue, leading to a permanent redrawing of the
landscape of the grocery industry worldwide.”
Tim Steiner, Chief Executive Officer, Ocado Group
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The experience of other home delivery players at this time was comparable.
As well as national players, niche operators such as Abel & Cole found
themselves overwhelmed and having to take measures to slow the flow of
orders (the Abel & Cole website was suspended on 19 March).
A continuing issue for retailers was customers adding more and more items
once a delivery slot had been secured, so by 25 March Tesco was limiting the
number of items per order on its service to 80.

April – the upscaling of ‘core’ services
During the third week of March, as the government sought to make
emergency preparation to support clinically extremely vulnerable people who
had been advised to shield from the virus, it became ever more apparent that
home delivery for food and drink was now a critical service in the overall
national response.
This gave extra urgency to upscaling delivery services, at speed, with the aim
of being able to accommodate the new priority groups (all those over 70 and
others with underlying health conditions), as well as the retailers’ existing
customer bases.
The basic challenge for those running home delivery operations seeking to
accommodate the elevated demand was to rapidly increase capacity for both
order picking and order delivery. So all leading retailers in the space set out to
achieve this exponentially in as short a time as possible.
However, with the increased reliance in recent years on dedicated (often
automated) picking facilities, these operations had limited short-term
expandable capacity beyond the simple extension of operating hours.
The key solution to this was to focus on expanding the pick-from-store
operations, and it is the retailers with extensive store estates that were able to
drive this expansion.
From a typical weekly capacity of 660,000 delivery slots before the emergency,
Tesco had raised this by 20% to 805,000 on 8 April, and thereafter raised this
to 1 million by 28 April. By 3 May Tesco had increased its capacity to 1.2 million
slots and thereafter to 1.3 million slots, having doubled its pre-emergency
capacity.
“In just five weeks, we doubled our online capacity to help support our
most vulnerable customers and transformed our stores with extensive
social distancing measures so that everyone who was able to shop in
store could do so safely.”
Dave Lewis, Chief Executive, Tesco
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To achieve this Tesco took on 12,000 extra pickers and 4,000 extra drivers, as
well as adding 400 vans to its fleet. To accommodate the expanded picking
operation in store, Tesco cut its opening hours across 350 larger stores to
enable more intensive picking in the evenings and overnight.
Asda, Sainsbury’s and Morrisons also increased their delivery slots by
similar proportions, with Asda and Sainsbury’s increasing theirs to 700,000
from around 400,000.
“Our business has changed fundamentally from four months ago. We
have more than doubled our weekly sales of online groceries in recent
weeks.”
Simon Roberts, Chief Executive Officer, Sainsburys
As these new slots were added the retailers ensured that priority availability
was given to hundreds of thousands of clinically extremely vulnerable
customers, with data supplied by the government to enable retailers to target
the group required to shield from the virus.
Access to remote shopping was also extended through the expansion of click
& collect services. Morrisons, in particular, moved from a trial of just six stores
in March, to offering click & collect from 280 stores in June.
Precise measurement of the scale of the uplift in home delivery sales is
challenging, but Kantar figures indicate that over the 12-week period to 17 May,
online sales in the grocery sector were up 75% on the year.

A proliferation of new players
As soon as the need for home delivery as a welfare service became apparent,
and the established home delivery operations were overwhelmed, other
retailers began to stand up services at speed.
Perhaps first into this space were individual independent retailers, especially
those in rural and residential areas where the need for this community service
became quickly known through established relationships between retailers
and their customers.
As early as 18 March, the Association of Convenience Stores (ACS) had issued
some guidelines on the basic practicalities to help independent retailers
navigate this rapidly developing area of business.
Initially built simply on personal connections and resources, these services
were ad hoc in organisation but were quick to deploy and rapidly found
significant take-up.
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In urban areas retailers found opportunities to partner with takeaway
delivery services such as Uber Eats and Deliveroo, and there was also
considerable take-up of third-party apps designed for the convenience sector
such as Snappy Shopper.
But overall little standardisation appeared within the independent sector,
with many choosing (or needing) to go it alone, and evolving highly individual
processes using a mix of communication, including phone and social media
for ordering, and personal and volunteer transport for delivery.
By 1 May, the ACS estimated that around two-thirds of local and independent
stores were now operating a home delivery service of some sort (versus only
one in 10 before the emergency), and that these were fulfilling some 600,000
deliveries a week.
Anecdotal evidence indicated that these deliveries often comprised fairly
significant transaction sizes of £30-£40.
“We have seen an extraordinary change in the operation of
convenience stores in respect of delivery. We conduct a survey every
year and we ask, ‘Do you have a local grocery delivery service?’ The
answer is that 12% of convenience stores are offering this in normal
times. We now estimate that figure to be somewhere between a half
and two-thirds of retailers offering those services. We are astonished by
and incredibly proud of the job our members have done in developing
a large-scale delivery system through lots of local shops in a very small
space of time.”
James Lowman, Chief Executive, Association of Convenience Stores
Another group of players new to the space has come from the foodservice
sector. Here the closing down of much of the channel between 16 and 20
March left many wholesalers with a highly restricted customer market and a
lot of stock on their hands.
In the quest for some kind of business continuity, a number quickly sought to
open their doors to domestic customers, launching a range of click & collect
and delivery models to service this new customer group.
Perhaps one of the first up and running was JJ Foodservice, which launched
click & collect for consumers on 21 March, later supplemented with delivery
service. Within five weeks it had gained 30,000 new customers and has
already started to talk of longer-term plans for developing this B2C channel.
With their websites, depots and vehicle fleets providing them with a ready
platform to pivot to this new market, some adaptation was needed on things
like range, where catering packs may be too large for domestic needs, and
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also on things like minimum purchase sizes where thresholds typically were
lowered.

The development of ‘parallel’ and partner services
Perhaps one of the most striking new developments in the home delivery
space was the ‘food box’ phenomenon.
Initially launched by Morrisons, this is a simple alternative track that bypasses
mainstream online shopping channels and allows shoppers to readily access
delivery of a limited range of food products more quickly and reliably.
By using its own packing facilities in its processing network and then using
the delivery networks of national courier services such as DPD, Morrisons was
quickly able to ‘invent’ additional delivery capacity unavailable in the core
delivery services.
First launched on 23 March as a box of ambient essentials, Morrisons
subsequently developed this service into a portfolio of 10 variants for next-day
delivery, which were accessible to order online or even by phone.
Comparable services were then launched by a number of other national
retailers, such as Asda, Aldi and M&S.
To some extent Morrisons also exemplifies the other ways in which retailers
sought to add further delivery capacity through developing relationships with
partner service providers. As well as launching a Deliveroo service from 130
stores, Morrisons looked to extend its relationship with Amazon Prime to
national coverage, enabling the range from its Amazon store to be serviced
from 40 stores, providing coverage of most British cities and 90% of London
postcodes.
Across the sector as a whole, partnerships with delivery operators such as
Deliveroo became ubiquitous, with these services enabling a range of
retailers, from Aldi to M&S and McColl’s, to quickly deploy a rapid delivery
solution in urban areas at least.

Throughout the pandemic, IGD has been tracking the response from the
international food and consumer goods industry, exploring the impact of
COVID-19 now and in the longer term. Find out more about the impact on
the online channel at IGD Retail Analysis
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CHAPTER 8

FAST-CHANGING STAFFING NEEDS
AND ABSENTEEISM
Complex management of workforces through the pandemic has been critical,
and food and grocery businesses needed to implement a wide spectrum of
responses:
•

On the one hand, the suspension of operations and the furloughing
of significant numbers of staff due to the direct or indirect effects of
government restrictions

•

And on the other, major investment in recruitment, staff incentivisation
and staff safety, plus the accommodation of unprecedented levels of
absenteeism, in order to ensure business continuity

Moreover, within some businesses aspects of both responses were needed,
depending on where they had involvement across both ‘essential’ retail
channel operations and suspended out-of-home operations.

Expanding ‘retail’ channel resource capacity to cover
demand and absenteeism
At the outset of the emergency the primary pressure on resourcing came
from the need to cope with spiking consumer demand in the retail channel
and the focus on ensuring supply chains could move fast enough to enable
adequate product replenishment.
Initially this was often managed within businesses by simple expedients, such
as reallocating staff from office to shop-floor roles, as well as taking on agency
resource.
However, as the virus became more prevalent across the population and the
measures taken to mitigate its spread became more stringent, it rapidly
became apparent in the third week of March that significant absenteeism
was highly likely to impact workforces going forward.
At this stage in order to secure adequate cover, both to meet the increased
requirements of shopper demand and backfill resource lost to illness and
isolation, the major retailers launched big recruitment drives, setting out plans
to bring tens of thousands of store staff and home delivery pickers into their
workforces in a mixture of full-time and part-time roles.
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Available groups, such as workers stood down from the hospitality sector, were
targeted to bring in people with relevant customer skills, and retailers’
recruitment and training processes were fast-tracked in order to bring new
recruits on stream as quickly as possible.
“I think what was really quite humbling was the willingness of people
to come and work in a supermarket and help us feed the nation. We’ve
had some very interesting new colleagues - from BA pilots, West End
theatre, to racing drivers... and we’ve trained them all very quickly.”
Dave Lewis, Chief Executive, Tesco.
Absenteeism continued to pose a potential threat to business continuity
throughout the latter part of March, with businesses across the supply chain
reporting levels to the Food and Drink Federation (FDF) monitoring exercise
of up to, and over, 20% in this period. For retailers with large workforces, this
meant having tens of thousands of staff absent at any one time.
The majority of businesses saw the peak of absence in April, which progressively
subsided thereafter. Come the third week of the month, The Grocer was able
to report that the absenteeism crisis was over, following an FDF report that
only 2% of the businesses in its monitoring exercise now had levels of 20% or
over.
At this stage businesses were reporting growing levels of staff returning after
isolation, with an increasing number of temporary staff no longer required.
Nevertheless, elevated absenteeism persisted to the end of April and beyond,
with absence levels in retail continuing at around 10%, and slightly lower levels
amongst most food manufacturers and logistics providers. This was largely
due to significant numbers of staff isolating for medical reasons or because
they were living with an extremely clinically vulnerable person who had been
advised to shield.
At this point the risk to increasing levels of absenteeism focused on the newly
introduced NHS Test and Trace programme, and its potential to impact
significant numbers of food workers who were deemed to have been in
contact with a person infected with COVID-19. Following feedback from
industry and Defra, guidance for contact tracers was revised to take account
of the implementation of perspex screens in many manufacturing and retail
settings.
However, absence was largely stable or continuing to decline through May
and June, with the majority of those absent being colleagues that were
vulnerable for health reasons. In fact, in some parts of the industry, such as
logistics, absence was reported to be below normal levels for the time of year,
with colleagues’ status as key workers, critical in the supply of food, being a
motivating factor.
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Even with the threat of absenteeism largely receding some retailers
continued to recruit additional staff to support the ongoing expansion of
aspects of their operations and especially home delivery. In total major
retailers recruited in excess of 100,000 new staff over the course of the episode,
with Tesco, for example, adding 47,000 and Morrisons more than 25,000.

Managing illness and facilitating isolation
Given the exceptional threat of the virus and the need to ensure infection was
not spread within workforces, as well as to ensure vulnerable staff could be
protected, food businesses also set out specifically to provide support for their
workers to facilitate isolation by absence – though this necessarily has
contributed to the issue of absenteeism.
Across all the major retailers anyone with symptoms has been encouraged to
isolate by the offer of full pay for a prescribed period of absence. In addition,
vulnerable staff, typically including all those over 70 whom government
recommended should isolate for 12 weeks from late March, have been
supported with full pay for the period.
The announcement on 23 June that the National Shielding Programme would
end on 1 August provided a route back to work for those who had been
instructed to stay at home. By this point the extremely clinically vulnerable
and wider vulnerable groups accounted for the vast proportion of COVID-19related absence.

Incentivisation with enhanced benefits
In recognition of the exceptional requirements being placed on them in terms
of extra hours to cover for absenteeism, as well as the raised risk to personal
safety, retailers have all set out to offer supplementary benefits to frontline
staff in customer-facing and supply chain roles.
As well as bonuses related to hours worked (typically ranging from 10-15%),
some retailers have also offered increased rates of staff discount, with Tesco,
for example, raising its to 15%.
Manufacturers in the sector also recognised the commitment of their
employees in these extraordinary times and their flexibility in adapting to new
ways of working, providing bonuses and additional benefits such as free meals.
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Filling the seasonal harvesting gap
The urgent need for additional labour also affected UK agriculture. The flow of
people across Europe, owing to official disruptions and concern for personal
safety, meant that farmers could not rely on a flow of eastern European
temporary labour to support the harvesting of fruit and vegetables that
intensifies from May into the summer.
Of the seasonal workforce of some 50,000-60,000 typically required, only a
third is estimated to have been in place before lockdown took effect on 23
March.
Small groups of migrant workers from Romania arrived in the interim carried
by specialist agency flights, but a significant shortfall remained.
Working with representative bodies of the agricultural and labour provider
sectors and supported by Defra, AHDB launched a national campaign ‘Pick
for Britain’, promoting jobs in harvesting to British workers. The campaign
included the development of a website as part of the government’s wider
‘Find a job’ initiative. This enabled agricultural and recruitment businesses to
advertise available roles for British workers to find employment at short notice.
“Food does not happen by magic; it all begins with our remarkable
farmers and growers. If the last few weeks have proved anything, it is
that food is precious and valued and it cannot be taken for granted… In
the coming months, many thousands of people will be needed to bring
in the crops… So, I can only urge you to ‘Pick for Britain’.”
HRH The Prince of Wales in support of the Pick for Britain campaign
With the conditions of the furlough scheme, workers from other sectors were
able to take on supplementary roles, enabling the agricultural sector to access
this significant pool of potential replacement labour.

We know that the economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic will have
a profound impact on unemployment levels. This comes at a time when
the UK is also implementing a new points-based immigration system.
Over the months ahead, through IGD Economics, we will seek to
understand changing workforce dynamics – what they mean for food
and grocery businesses, and how IGD’s employability programmes can
help address some of the challenges in this space.
Visit our Economics page and our Free Learning page for further
information.
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LOOKING FORWARD
In this report we have tried to capture the main events and actions
undertaken by the food and consumer goods industry during the height of
the crisis.
At the time of publishing COVID-19 still presents a risk, but as scientists and
government learn more about the virus we are becoming better placed to
prevent its spread and manage its impact.
We are a long way from normality, and it is unclear what the future holds for
shoppers, diners and the businesses that grow, manufacture and sell the food
that feeds them, but we can start to look forward and learn from our
experiences of the last few months in which we’ve faced the biggest test of
food resilience in a generation.
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TIMELINE OF EVENTS
JANUARY
29 JAN
•

First confirmed cases of COVID-19 in UK

30 JAN
•

WHO designates COVID-19 ‘public health emergency of international
concern’

FEBRUARY
2 FEB
•

Government launches COVID-19 public advice campaign focused on basic
hygiene

23 FEB
•

First signs of stockpiling of long-life products and toilet roll

28 FEB
•

First confirmed case of community virus transmission within UK

MARCH
3 MAR
•

Government publishes initial ‘Coronavirus Action Plan – What You Can
Expect?’ – setting out ‘contain, delay, research & mitigate’ strategy

5 MAR
•

First COVID-19 related death in UK

•

CMA warns on price gouging
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6 MAR
•

Defra Food Chain Emergency Liaison Group meets for the first time
during COVID-19 outbreak

11 MAR
•

WHO classifies COVID-19 outbreak as a ‘pandemic’

12 MAR
•

Government announces move to ‘delay response’, end of ‘herd immunity’
approach

•

First FSA COVID-19 planning summit

W/C 15 MAR
•

Shopper grocery stockpiling peaks

•

Some foodservice wholesalers start to target consumer sales with click &
collect and delivery services

•

Supermarkets increasingly set purchase limits on high-demand products

•

Government initiates planning to identify shielded and vulnerable groups
in UK population

16 MAR
•

Government issues new advice to avoid pubs, cafes and restaurants, work
from home and abandon travel plans

17 MAR
•

Pubs and restaurants to be given permission to act as takeaway operations

•

Sainsbury’s introduces 14-week full pay for self-isolating colleagues

18 MAR
•

Ocado suspends website for new orders due to overwhelming levels of
demand

•

Association of Convenience Stores (ACS) issues guidance for independent
retailers launching new home delivery services

•

Restrictions on driver hours temporarily lifted to support food and grocery
supply chain

•

Business rate relief scheme announced for retail, hospitality and leisure
businesses
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Timeline

19 MAR
•

Retailers (Sainsbury’s) introduces priority shopping hour for older and
vulnerable shoppers

•

Tesco launches recruitment drive to add 20,000 temporary store staff on
12-week contracts

•

Tesco imposes limit of three items per shopper on any specific line,
introduces NHS shopping hour and priority shopping hour for older
and vulnerable, closes in-store counters and cafes and rolls out social
distancing signs and floor markings

•

Pret A Manger moves to take-out only

•

Ocado introduces a ‘virtual queue’ to access its ordering website

19-20 MAR
•

Shielding food parcels programme initiated between Defra and Brakes
with Bidfood

20 MAR
•

General school closure; pubs, cafes and restaurants and gyms close from
midnight

•

Government publishes list of key worker classifications, including
foodmanufacturing, retail and logistics roles

•

Government job retention (furlough) scheme announced

•

Co-op and Asda each announce 5,000 new staff to be recruited

•

Sainsbury’s introduces 12-week full pay for vulnerable staff with specific
need to ‘shield’

21 MAR
•

Wholesaler JJ Foodservice launches click & collect consumer offer

W/C 22 MAR
•

Retailers start to implement social distancing and restrict shopper
numbers in store

•

Government relaxes aspects of competition law to give retailers flexibility
to collaborate to secure supply

•

Major retailers are recruiting a total of 44,000 new staff
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23 MAR
•

Sainsbury’s launches prioritisation for delivery slots for over-70s

•

Morrisons launches its first ‘food box’ offer, to be delivered by DPD

24 MAR
•

First meeting of the new Defra Food Chain Resilience Forum headed by
Chris Tyas

25 MAR
•

Government publishes guidelines on social distancing within food and
retail environments

27 MAR
•

George Eustice, Defra Secretary of State, issues open letter of thanks to
the food industry

•

Morrisons completes installation of screens at main bank checkouts in
‘nearly all’ stores

•

Tesco applies 80-item limit to online orders

28 MAR
•

UK death toll surpasses 1,000

W/C 29 MAR
•

Bidfood and Brakes deliver first shielding food parcels

•

Tesco, Sainsbury’s, Asda and Morrisons all announce significant increase in
numbers of home delivery slots

29 MAR
•

Ocado purchases 100,000 virus testing kits to monitor/protect staff

30 MAR
•

Morrisons raises contactless limit to £45
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Timeline

APRIL
1 APR
•

Sainsbury’s gets access to official data on identity of ‘vulnerable’ for the
first time

2 APR
•

Tesco uses initial government list of 110,000 ‘clinically vulnerable and
isolated’ people to target for priority delivery slots

•

Ocado excludes bottled water from all deliveries to enable an extra 6,000
deliveries a week

•

M&S launches ‘food box’ delivery service

•

Asda and M&S launch volunteer cards to facilitate payment by proxy
shoppers

3 APR
•

Food supply chain inquiry launched by EFRA committee, to gather
evidence by 1 May

•

Sainsbury’s reaches 450,000 ‘vulnerable’ with offer of priority delivery slots

•

Asda identifies peak for absenteeism – 13,000 colleagues off either due to
illness or following official advice

5 APR
•

Farmers reported to be dumping surplus milk due to loss of demand
from foodservice sector

6 APR
•

Tesco indicates it has completed the installation of screens around
checkouts

7 APR
•

Defra publishes general guidelines on social distancing in the workplace
including factories and logistics

8 APR
•

SPAR partners with RVS to support proxy shopping for vulnerable
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9 APR
•

Tesco and Sainsbury’s lift item restrictions on many lines in store

10 APR
•

Highest daily death rate reported of 980

•

Sainsbury’s increases home delivery slots by 50%

11 APR
•

Postponement of VAT payments until the end of June announced

12 APR
•

UK death toll surpasses 10,000

14 APR
•

Morrisons launches 10% discount on all shopping for NHS workers over the
next 12 weeks

15 APR
•

First chartered flight brings in migrant crop picking workers from
Romania, arranged by G’s Growers for salad harvesting

16 APR
•

Aldi launches online food box service to support vulnerable

•

Some fast food chains (Pret, KFC) start to reopen select branches for
delivery only

17 APR
•

Government furlough scheme extended until the end of June

•

Iceland completes installation of till point protective screens across all
stores

19 APR
•

Tesco opens two pop-up stores at Nightingale hospitals

20 APR
•

Sainsbury’s launches ‘volunteer card’ to facilitate payment by proxy
shoppers
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•

Government job retention (furlough) scheme live for applications

•

Competition law relaxed for dairy sector to enable collaboration on
managing milk oversupply

23 APR
•

Sainsbury’s has offered 725,000 identifiably vulnerable shoppers priority delivery slots

•

Sainsbury’s completes installation of divider screens between checkouts in
150 of its busiest stores

•

Tesco starts offering virus testing for its store staff (on a voluntary basis)

24 APR
•

Home Bargains launches food box delivery service

25 APR
•

UK death toll surpasses 20,000

27 APR
•

Greggs announces plans for trial reopening a group of 20 stores from 4 May

•

Sainsbury’s has contacted 800,000 ‘vulnerable’ for priority home delivery

•

Aldi announces launch of volunteer vouchers to support proxy shopping for
self-isolating

28 APR
•

Tesco announces it has reached one million home delivery slots a week

•

Iceland indicates it currently has 3,000 staff off on sick play plus 1,200
isolating vulnerable on 12-week sick leave with full pay

29 APR
•

Sainsbury’s starts to reopen its forecourt stores and kiosks

30 APR
•

Sainsbury’s warns of £500m COVID-19 cost impact
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MAY
1 MAY
•

Tesco has taken on 45,000 temporary workers to help cover for the 51,000
staff who were absent because of COVID-19

•

Asda launches call & collect service for pharmacies

5 MAY
•

Co-op fast-tracks online delivery and is expected to expand its delivery
service to 770 stores

•

McDonald’s to reopen 15 sites for delivery only

•

M&S extends Deliveroo partnership to 142 M&S stores across the country

•

6.3 million workers have been put on furlough through the Coronavirus Job
Retention Scheme

6 MAY
•

UK death toll surpasses 30,000

•

Ocado Q2 sales up 40.4% year on year

•

Launch of contact tracing app trial on Isle of Wight

7 MAY
•

Asda launches ‘priority pass’ online delivery slots scheme for care home
workers

•

ACS reports that local stores are now making 600,000 home deliveries a
week

•

Defra provides special hardship funds to cover lost income in the dairy
sector.

•

One million food parcels delivered to shielded citizen

11 MAY
•

Home Bargains expands food box offering

12 MAY
•

Asda launches new food box service targeted at vulnerable and shielded
customers

•

Pret reopens a further 71 stores across the UK for takeaway and delivery
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Timeline

•

“Stay at home, protect the NHS, save lives” slogan replaced with “stay alert,
control the virus, save lives”

•

People entering the UK will be required to quarantine for a period of 14 days

•

Government advises public to consider wearing face coverings in enclosed
public spaces e.g. shops

•

Government launches guidance on making workplaces COVID-19 secure

13 MAY
•

UK retail sales down 19.1% in April, the worst decline ever recorded

14 MAY
•

Morrisons introduces ‘Speedy Shopping’ for basket customers

•

Co-op launches free school, meal gift card scheme

•

Subway, Caffe Nero, M&S Cafes and Moto Services announce reopenings
for takeaway

•

McDonald’s to reopen stores for drive-thrus

•

Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme extended until October

19 MAY
•

COVID-19 testing available to all

20 MAY
•

25,000 contact tracers, able to track 10,000 new cases a day, will be in place
by 1 June

21 MAY
•

8 million workers have been put on furlough through the Coronavirus Job
Retention Scheme

25 MAY
•

Non-essential retail to open from 15 June

26 MAY
•

New plans for quarantining people entering UK issued. Plans to start from
8 June
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27 MAY
•

Greggs to reopen 800 stores from mid-June

•

NHS Test and Trace system rolls out

JUNE
2 JUN
•

COVID-19 testing capacity reaches 200,000 a day

4 JUN
•

Seasonal agricultural workers will be exempt from the new quarantine
restrictions which take effect from 8 June

5 JUN
•

UK death toll surpasses 40,000

8 JUN
•

Aldi UK rolls out more self-service checkouts

•

IGD Shopper Confidence Index at one of lowest levels on record

9 JUN
•

UK retail sales fell by 5.9% in May, the second worst monthly outturn in the
history of the measure

11 JUN
•

Ocado raises £1bn from investors following growth of online grocery

•

The OECD forecasts very deep declines in UK economic activity

12 JUN
•

Aldi UK expands its delivery service with Deliveroo

•

GDP declines by 20.4% in April 2020, the steepest fall recorded since 1997

15 JUN
•

Poundstretcher to potentially close half its stores
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16 JUN
•

Review into the two-metre social distancing rule announced

•

Face masks become fastest-selling line at Co-op

18 JUN
•

Costa to be trading from at least 1,100 sites by end of June on a takeaway
and/or delivery basis

•

Greggs has reopened 800 stores for takeaway only, with plans to reopen
more than 2,000 stores by early July

23 JUN
•

Waitrose doubles online weekly orders to 150,000

25 JUN
•

Social distancing rules changed in England to one metre plus from 4 July

•

New workplace guidance issued for reopening restaurants, pubs and
takeaways in England

26 JUN
•

Tesco online sales grow 48.5% for the 13 weeks ending 30 May 2020

29 JUN
•

Easing of quarantine regulations announced

30 JUN
•

Lockdown announced for Leicester following an increase in COVID-19
cases

•

Welsh government issues new COVID-19 guidance for employers
following outbreaks at three meat and food plants

•

New updated guidance for workplaces issued, including how to manage
outbreaks
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JULY
1 JUL
•

Sainsbury’s reports 8.5% (8.2% LFL) sales growth for the 16 weeks to June
27, driven by sharp increases in grocery and online sales

4 JUL
•

Reopening of pubs, restaurants and hotels in England

6 JUL
•

Reopening of outdoor hospitality in Scotland

7 JUL
•

Guidance issued on maintaining records of staff and customers for
UKhospitality.

8 JUL
•

Chancellor announces plan to support employment

•

Eat Out to Help Out scheme announced – from 3-31 August

•

The scheme will offer a 50% reduction, up to a maximum of £10 per
person, to all diners

9 JUL
•

Pret to close 30 stores

•

Asda partners with Uber Eats to offer grocery delivery in 30 minutes

10 JUL
•

The use of face coverings becomes mandatory in retail settings in
Scotland

13 JUL
•

Reopening of hospitality outdoors in Wales

14 JUL
•

UK retail sales grew by 3.4% in June, returning to growth for the first time
since before the pandemic lockdown in March
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Timeline

•

Ocado retail revenue up 27% in in the first half (26 weeks ended 31 May)

•

LIDL UK continues rapid expansion with 100 new store openings by 2023

•

OECD forecasts UK unemployment rising to between 12-15% in 2020

15 JUL
•

Temporary reduction in VAT to 5% until 12 January 2021 for foodservice,
accommodation and tourism

•

Reopening of indoor hospitality in Scotland

•

Aldi expands its Deliveroo trial to an additional 11 stores

16 JUL
•

Leading food-to-go operators cut prices and pass on tax cuts

17 JUL
•

Poundland to begin trialling online delivery in 2021 and moves to new
pricing structure

24 JUL
•

The use of face coverings becomes mandatory in retail settings in
England
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IGD Economics provides you with impartial analysis on how economic, social
and political issues impact the food and consumer goods industry.
igd.com/charitable-impact/economics
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